
Bug Summary
944231 The "read owned entries" right seems to be useless and therefore broken

955831 Text formatting in TinyMCE editor doesn't work correctly in IE11

1004035 Using Internet Explorer only the first line of an entry can be formatted

1053026 Encoding seems to be broken when posting something in the "What are you working 
on" section on the user workspace

1115501 Vibe Desktop 4.0.4 fails after change to TLS 1.2

1126420 No Subscription Notification Email

1127386 Unable to delete specific task.

1129788 "HTTP Status 403 – Forbidden" when setting an entry as Wiki Home Page.

1129789 Setting the "file status" does not work any more

1129791 Survey questions are not saved when creating and saving a survey

1129799 Stopping a workflow shows invalid CSRF

1129800 Cannot Edit Descriptions on Discussion & Team Workspaces

1129803 Resize description diagonally

1129970 Clicking on View and About gives old About Dialog.

1130363 HTTP 403 error when trying to set/unset the Reserve Entry flag.

1130439 Blank Guest login page occurs after an update from Vibe 4.0.5 to 4.0.6

1132419 mysql database grows by 7gb every 14 days

1132581 Vibe database growing very quickly

1134471 URL redirect security vulnerability

1135588 Unable to download documents from a workspace.

1135920 Vibe: Firefox SEC_ERROR_BAD_SIGNATURE

1135928 Oracle lockout issue.

1137146 Vibe 4.0.6 Build 15 Client Certificate Error

1138208 Mail Storm being triggered by a simple folder subscription

1139855 Full Text Search not returning correct results

1140556 vibe 4.0.6 mobile browsers messing up apostrophes with codes

1143218 A desktop client syncs temporary LibreOffice files to a backend.

1146890 Unable to setup SMTP with SSL

1154358 Micro Focus Vibe 4.0.6 Edit Function not working externally

1156980 Need to update desktop combination file download information.

1156982 Need to add information to install PSQL also on SLES15.

1157081 [HTML injection vulnerability] Entry titles are not escaped

1157713 Error running update DB script.

1161750 License reports do not show daily updates anymore.

1162812 Vibe 4.0.7: Error appears in Vibe Desktop wizard after entering proper Vibe Server 
URL/Username/Password and accepting warning regarding certificate


